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Race continues
to be an issue

USG senator
to be hard
worker by
colleagues

Racial tension still
exists, and poses a
problem for students at
the University of Iowa
who are in the ethnic
minority | Page 5

It is good to see
our own colors
on campus

By India Hunter

Columnist Levi
Wonder reflects on
the collegiate apparel
trends on campus this
year and is pleased to
see BGSU gear being
worn more often than
that of OSU | Page 4

day with comic book conference

Conflict in
Congo leads
to more deaths

right lo left rather than going in order one

After rebels seized
control of an army
base in Congo,
government troops
rushed to
counterattack, killing
three teenage boys in
the process | Page 8

Garbage powers
Garden State
Landfills in New Jersey
are selling people's
trash back to them as
methane gas is stirred
up and used as fuel to
generate electricity
| Page 5

Comics arc changing in ways which
people could have only imagined a
few years ago.
This was the message from Scott
McCloud's "Comic Books a Medium in
Transition" Friday in the Union Theater.
McCloud is a cartoonist and theorist
along with being the creator of "Zut!"
McCloud began his speech by describing how comics should be seen as an
opportunity for people to get away from
the world, even fora lew minutes.
"It's our birthright as humans to create
our own world to escape to from lime to
time," he said.
In Ibis world, McCloud described the
five choices comic book writers have as
choice of moment, frame, image, word
and flow. McCloud believes these are
common elements found in all comics.
Describing how comics use flow.
McCloud referenced the wav Egyptians
used moving through time and span'
in the writings of ancient Egypt. Some
comics panels follow the pattern of hieroglyphics, where panels go left lo right than

would read a book with.
McCloud found his skill for comics
through the help of bis childhood friend,
Kurt, when they both began experiment
ing with writing comics.
McCloud considers himself a scientist of comics through the experimenting done on different stories. McCloud
referred back to his family where his
fat her and siblings are all involved in science, and saw a connection to scientists
and comics.
"Maybe in that way I didn't fall all that
far from the tree." he said, showing a
photo of his family on the screen.
McCloud has even used terms that
would be recognized by scientists.
McCloud described what he called "durable mutation" as a form of mutation which
will last for long periods of time. Ibis form
of mutation is how he described the placing of comics on the Internet.
Hollowing the event there was a short
question and answet session between
Mi-cloud and the audience.
When the session came to an end the
audience moved to the line Arts Cents
for the opening of the exhibit "Graphic

list, Senators
serve as repre
sentatives ol different residential
areas and academic colleges.
I hey also < mn
municate with administrators
from areas that concern students
issues according to the DSC Web

site, loining list, happened to be
one nt those "being in the right

place at the right time" moments
for West.
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

• I came here last I ebruarj foi
an interview
and lo learn
mine about

LISTENING IN:
book "Zot:

the Universit)
language: I he An < it the 'I iomic' Hook in
the Doroth) liber Bryan Gallery.
Several people 6om McCloud's presen

Pop culture minor may aid
in anticipating cultural trends

stop the run and the
Huskies' defense once
again proved why it is
the best in the MAC
| Page 6

By Alaina Buzas
Re,

What is your favorite
comic book character?

EMILY CLARK
Sophomore, Early
Childhood Education
"Clearly. Charlie Brown
because he's made
of awesome!"

| Page 4
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TODAY
Rain/Snow/Wind
High: 45. Low: 30

5 ^'^
TOMORROW
Flurries
High: 45. Low: 30

k

(lit Friday, popular culture
minor liianca (iar/a arrived back
in Howling Green after a quick
trip to New York City for a visit
to the offices of Uolling Stoite
Magazine.
The trip was Garza's second
interview with Hulling Stone's
photography
department
for a potential internship in
summer 2009.
"I can't say right now if I got it
for sure but I know that having
a background in popular culture
will prove beneficial in the area I
will he workittg in for my career,'
(iar/a said.
Garza started at the University
as a popular culture major hut
switched to VCT with a popular
culture minor after enrolling in
a photography course and deciding music photography was the
direction she was heading in.
" Photography seemed to be a
more natural thing for me and
I started working for a music
magazine Web site called Detour
Magazine based out of Detroit."
Garza said. "1 shoot concerts for
them on a weekly basis."
Bowling Green alumnus Dean
Leyland, who currently works
as an evening news anchor at
Cleveland's WTAM 110 "The Big
One," also chose to minor in popular culture for the background
it would give him in his career in
broadcast.
"I felt a broader perspective on
popular culture would help give
me a better understanding on
what I may be covering or talking
about, for whatever positioit in
the field I may land in," Leyland
said.
Leyland also hoped the minor
would set him apart from other
people in bis field.

"... I wanted to
be able to look
at things from a
different angle
from other people,
hopefully be able to
differentiate myself."
Dear. Leyland | BC'
Whether 1 landed in a position
where I was doing news or sports
or talk or what have you. I wanted
to be able to look at things from a
different angle from other people,
hopefully be able to differentiate
myself," Leyland said.
Leyland said the things he
learned in popular culture classes have given him a different
outlook outside of the workplace
as well.
"I like that I cart look at something such as, say, reality TV,
attd be able to critically look
at why someone may enjoy it,
or what kind of ideas or stereotypes a show may instill in
someone, instead of just turning lo them and saying. 'This is
so boring, why do you like it?"'
Leyland said.
Garza and l.eyland's irse of
their popular culture knowledge
in their chosen career is what
Marilyn Mot/, thinks is the most
attractive aspect of a PC minor.
Mot/., an associate professor
in the department of popular
culture, said that it's hard to tell
how many students are currently declared as popular culture
minors hut the numbers defiSee MINOR | Page 2
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TV anchor dies days after
being found beaten in home
ill

LITTLE HOCK. Ark.
An
Arkansas television anchorwoman died Saturday, several days alter she didn't
answer her wake-up call
and was found beaten in her

home, hospital officials said.

yours, that Anne would overcome the Injuries Inflicted
upon her in the brutal attack
at her home," the statement
read. "We were wit h her i n bet
last moments, and although
our hearts are broken, we are
at the same time comforted
by our faith knowing that
Anne is now with our heavenly lather.''
I'ressly was beaten a round
the head, face and neck. She
had been unable to communicate with her family
or police while being kept
sedated in the intensive
care unit.
The anchor's death came
only a day after a doctor said
he was encouraged that her
vital signs were stable while
she remained in critical con
dition. Dr. Clifton If lohnson
told reporters Friday that
swelling in I'ressly's brain
bad gone down since being

hospitalized and that doctors
had slowly been reducing her
sedative dosages.
She was discovered last
Monday morning a ball-hour

Hometown:

Class:
Major:
USG Position:
USG Senatorat-Large

me about

Best thing

DM,,null
immediately
became inter

about BGSU:

ested."
West was involved in man)
extracurricular activities before
attending the University and
wanted to continue his involvement in college.
"I was always involved in high
School and wanted to keep that
going.' West said
So far, West has been very bands
on since joining l)S(. according
tn several list, members.
DSC
Academic
\ffairs
Committee Chair Kevin Bascfl
and ( biel of Stall Nicole I rat ianne
said they have witnessed the hard
work of West on numerous occasions.

By Jon Gambrell

Anne I'ressly. 2(>, died at St.
Vincent Infirmary Medical
Center, hospital spokeswom
ait Margaret Preston said.
In a statement released In
the hospital, I'ressly's parent-,. Guy and Parti Cannady,
asked for privacy as they
grieved.
"It was our hope, as was

THE
FACTS
Name:

\ ice
President]
Sundeep
IMutgil."
West said.
"They told

Falcons lose to
Northern Illinois
Falcons struggled to

I reshman lacob Wesi know.
exactl) where he'll be most
Monday nighis at 7:30 I'M. this
year,
West is an
Undergraduate
Student
Government
Senator \i I arge
and know-, thai
this time is
reserved lor the
organizations
meetings.

FOUND BEATEN-

Anne
.■ photo

before she was to appear
on ABC affiliate KATV's
"Daybreak" program. Her
mother went to her home
after she didn't answer her
regular wake-up call.
Police have yet to Identify
a suspect, though detec
lives have combed the area
around I'ressly's home in the
Heights neighborhood — a
mis ill bungalows and mansions neat the Little Hock
Country Club. News reports
have said detectives loiinil
evidence that I'ressly s credit
card was used last Monday at
a gas station a few miles from
her home.
Sgt. Cassandra Davis, a
police spokeswoman, has
said investigators suspect
Pressly was the victim of a
random attack. Davis did not
return a call for comment
Saturday night.
Pressly was a native of
Greenville, s.c, and moved
with herfamif) to Little Rock
while she was in high school.

"I'veseen him count less times in
the use office working extreme!)
hard." I ratianne said.
Basch who is not only a fellow US(, member but a friend of
West's said be is an all around
good guv
"lake is a gieal guy; he is only a
freshman and yet he is becoming
one of the premiere student lead
ers on campus." Basch said. "He
is the typeol guy who will do a lot
and say very little about it."
Waynick recalled an instance
when West took part in a project, entering nearly 2,000 faculty
evaluations into a database
"I le devoted a lot of time to that
project," Waynick said. "I was
going to push the deadline back,
but lake insisted that In- meet
the Oct. I deadline that was set
to have those evaluations completed. That shows his dedication
to USG and working hard lor the
students.
Basch worked alongside West
and was impressed with his

dedication,
'We spent around 40 hours
working on faculty evaluations,
but he would be too modest lo
admit it." Basch said.
The evaluations referenced are

the results of faculty evaluations

ANCHOR Page 2
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY OCT. 23
11:00 A.M.
Debta Hale. 53. of Rossford. Ohio,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
after screaming loudly at a residence
on Klotz Road.
10:16 P.M.
- Elliot Hunt. 19. of Bowling Green.
II >tohibited acts and
arrested for underage drinking after
usmg someone else's identification
to gam entry to a bar

FRIDAY, OCT. 24
l:OOP.M.
jan Kelley. 22. of Bowling
Sen, was cited for failure to
i n control of a vehicle due to
■

214 PM.
i Aiken was cited for
J underage drinking after being seen
ip on the sidewalk on
« Mair
2:15 P.M.
Lornelious was arrested for
5 underage drinking and was removed
Uptown Bar.

SATURDAY OCT. 25
11:27 PM.
Amanda Roman. 19. of Cincinnati.
Ohio, was charged with underage
dnnkmg and possession of alcohol.

SUNDAY OCT. 26
1:22 A.M.
Bennett Nolan. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct after provoking two black
by using racial slurs behind
Buffalo Wild Wings. Matthew
Wyant. 20. was arrested for underage drinking, disorderly conduct
I concealed weapon.
Andrew Altenos. 25. of Toledo, was
disorderly conduct.
1:49 A.M.
)f Bowling
ited for dragging a
|uin in the roadway, causing

2:54 A.M.
Raenaul Gregory. 28. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container
i it and possession of marijuana
5:42 A.M.
. Dewese. 28. of Weston.
■rcjed with assault after
i complainant on the corner
of Woostor and Maple.

COMICBOOKS
From Page 1
lgle's event "Black in a Four
Color World," was held Saturday
morning in the Fine Arts Center.
The address began with Igle proclaiming, "I believe, ultimately,
that I will be one of the greatest
comic hook artists of all time," he
said.
Igle has worked with DC
Comics for the past 18 years.
Among his accomplishments
while at IX) Comics was working on "Firestorm," a newer comic
based on a black super hero.
I Ic credited his success to the
work ethic and his ability to stay
on task and work until the job
is done as being instilled by his
mother at a young age.
"Everything I know in life, my
work ethic, is because of her," Igle
said. "I haven't missed a deadline
in 10 years."
Igle has also faced doubts about
the chances of him succeeding in
the comic book industry, including the perception that because
he is black, the characters in his
comics must be black as well.
I lowever, for Igle comics give people a chance to escape stereotypes
and the perceptions seen in the
world.
"When it comes to comic books
we're all just names," he said.

ANCHOR
From Page 1

"The whole conference legitimizes the
study of sequential art in a way that was
unheard of even five years ago..."
Robert Weiner | Humanities librarian at Texas Tech University
Some of those who attended the event found parallels
between what Igle went through
and situations they go through
everyday.
Amy llartman, a librarian
from the Lucas County Public
IJbrary. enjoyed the presentation and believes Iglc's experiences can be used in the characters written about in his comics.
"I think it's cool he's doing
Supergirl and being a member
of a minority group may give
him interesting insights into
portraying a woman or female
character," she said.
With the final keynote, "The
Death of the ComlCS Code" on
Saturday Amy Ktate Nyberg. a
professor in the department of
communications at Seton 1 lall
University, described the history
of the comics code, which was
developed in the late 1940s and
early 1950s.
The code was developed
after groups who were resistant
to comics, including religious
leaders, churches and teachers,
began to worry about the sex
agreed to have their daughter be an organ donor. Smith's
voice hitched as she read condolences sent into the station,
her eyes red.
She owned every room she
was in, not because she demanded our attention, but because we
willingly gave it to her," Smith
said. "We all felt a little better, a
little more alive just being near
her.
"life was easy for Anne Pressly.
But it is her death that is so very

She was a graduate of Rhodes
(loUege in Memphis, l'enn.
She had a small role in
the new Oliver Stone movie
"W.," which was filmed in
Shreveport, La. She appears
briefly as a conservative commcntatorwho speaks favorably
of President Bush's "Mission
Accomplished" event on an
aircraft carrier shortly after the hard for all of us."
A reward fund KATV set up
start of the Iraq war.
On Saturday,
KATV to help find the killer or killers
opened its nightly news cast has reached $30,000, the station
with a seven-minute seg- reported on its Web site Saturday
ment devoted to Pressly. night.
No funeral arrangements were
Anchor Pamela Smith told
\ lewers that Pressly's family immediately announced.

CORRECTION Visit us online at
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

www.bgnewscom

Politics As Usual or Police Work?

WHAT SOLUTION??
"Let's hove an experienced Cop be Sheriff For a Change"

Independent For Thp Right Reasons

f.

KREISGHERV1LLE
fli

and violence which were depicted
in comic books, she said.
Nyberg discussed the impact
Fredric Wertham, a leading psychiatrist in the 1940s and 50s had
on society convincing many that
comics helped cause delinquency in children. The impact was
felt in 1947 with the creation of
"The Association of Comics and
Magazine Publishers," who adopted the comic book code in 1948.
The code covered sue areas
which were to be stricken from
future comics. The six themes
included: sexy comics, crime,
sadistic torture, vulgar or obscene
language, treatment of divorce as
glamorous, and ridicule of race
and/or religion.
Nyberg described the code as
being very strict with segments
restricting ridicule of people in
authority, but credited the audience, industry and a change in
social and cultural acceptance for
the death of the code.
Nyberg believes the changes,
like children watching television,
can also be seen as what helped
finally kill the comics code, which
was finally dropped by Marvel

DECORATIONS. COSTUMES, SCARY OESSEMS.
APPLE CIDER, DIRTY BATH WATER,
CARAMEL APPLE STATION, AND MUCH MORE
AVAILABLE AT

KfiEISCHER

USG
From Page 1
from last year. The goal is to
have them posted soon so
students can reference them
when registering for classes
this spring.
West has been involved
with USG since the beginning of the year said USG Vice
President Sundeep Mutgi.
"lake is a self-starter and
phenomenal person," Mutgi
said.
West said being apart of
USG is hard work but worth
the time.
"I was first introduced to
the wonders of caffeine," West
said of working on the faculty
evaluations. "We have a great
organization and I want to
keep that going."
Aside from USG, West
said he likes the University
because of the people.
"Sometimes people can be
mean, but here everyone is
friendly and nice," West said.
Once graduating, West
said he hopes to be a Spanish
translator and travel to Spain.
Basch said he has no doubt
of West's success.
"Take one look at the kid
and you can tell he is going
places," Basch said.

MINOR
From Page 1
nitely haven't been decreasing, which is something
Motz said might be a result
of the courses being taken
seriously as a study due to
it's usefulness in a number
of occupations.
" IPopular culture] is a major
aspect of the economy, even
though people don't think
of it that way," Motz said. "It
includes being able to interpret and anticipate cultural
trends, being able to relate
to different groups of people
in the society, and looking at
American culture in a global
context."
According to the University
Web site, no other institution
in the nation has a department of popular culture. This
means that even if students
are not fully committed to
popular culture as a major, a
minor in popular culture or
folklore is still an option.
The popular culture minor,
which requires 21 credit hours
chosen from a list of particular classes, has been combined with numerous majors
in the past. Motz said this
list includes everything from
journalism and film studies
to computer science and marketing.
"You sort of have to look at
that combination of the major
and minor working together,"
Motz said. "It works especially
well if one of them involves
learning particular skills
related to a job and the other
involves a certain cultural
knowledge or pool of information,"
For Garza, keeping popular culture as a minor was as
much about doing what you
love as it was having a good
background for her chosen
career.
"I can't tell you how many
times people brushed me off
when I told them what I want
to do for my career, especially when I first told them 1 was
going to school for popular
culture," Garza said. "There
is so much more that is possible than most people think.
We all would be better off if
more people had the guts to
do what they love, instead
of being concerned with
what everyone else thinks is
attainable."

GUrUERMO ARIAS

AP PHOTO

BUSTED: Ricaido Estrada Perez, known as "El Polio." is escorted by soldiers after being
presented to the media following his arrest by Mexico's Army in Tijuana. Mexico.

San Diego shootout
leads to arrest of drug
cartel based in Tijuana
TIJUANA, Mexico (AP) —
Soldiers arrested a leader of
the Tijuana-based Arellano
Felix cartel after a shootout in
a middle-class neighborhood
of the border city across from
San Diego, Mexico's Defense
Department
announced
yesterday.
Kduardo Arellano Felix was
captured Saturday night together with his daughter. The U.S.
State Department once offered
$f> million for his capture.
Mexican authorities say
Arellano Felix and his sister
Enedina Arellano Felix took
over the drug clan's leadership
after several of their brothers
were arrested or killed.
Tijuana, once clearly the
gang's home turf, has become
a focal point of soaring violence
between rival organized crime
groups and often outgunned
authorities.
The Arellano Felix cartel emerged in the 1980s as a
drug trafficking powerhouse
across the U.S. border from San
Diego, but has been weakened
in recent years as leaders were

Make us your FIRST

killed or captured.
In 2006, Francisco lavier
Arellano Felix was captured on
a fishing boat by the U.S. Coast
Guard in international waters
off the coast of southern Baja
California.
A huge blow was dealt to the
gang in 2002 with the arrest of
Benjamin Arellano Felix, reputedly the planning chief of the
gang, and the killing of Ramon
Arellano Felix, the groups
feared enforcer.
President Felipe Calderon
has come under criticism for
a surge in homicides and kidnappings, even as thousands of
soldiers and federal police fight
drug gangs across the country.
Calderon's administration
also has focused on extraditing suspected traffickers to the
United States, a move which
U.S. anti-drug officials have
praised.
However, a Mexican judge in
July blocked the extradition to
the U.S. of Benjamin Arellano
Felix until a court can rule on
the legality of the government's
extradition order.
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www.bgnews.com
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and find your FIRST
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PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR

2009

LATE NiEHT AIKREISCHER
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Comics in 2001.
Nyberg made a comparison
between the outrage felt when
violence is shown on television
and the lack of that outrage
when violence is depicted in a
comic book
"Nobody really cares about
comics and what the content
is," she said.
Nyberg concluded by asking
the audience to think about the
way people tell stories connecting masculinity and violence
which she believes re-enforces
stereotypes racially and genderbased.
Following the event Robert
Weiner, a humanities librarian at Texas Tech University,
believed the conference as a
whole represented a form of
recognition for popular culture
and the importance popular
culture has in society.
"The whole conference legitimizes the study of sequential
art in a way Uiat was unheard
of even five years ago, so in that
way this conference is groundbreaking" he said.
The "Graphic Language: The
Art of the Comic liook" exhibit
will be available for viewing
at the Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery from 11 am to 4 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday and
on Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. The Gallery is closed on
Sunday.

our office 9>
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Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RF.NTAL OFFICF. 1419) 354-22*0
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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At 20, woman
runs for Ohio's
state legislature

Monday. October 27.2008 3

DEPT. OF THEATER AND FILM DANCING TO THE MUSIC

By Tatum Shroyer
U-Wire

Last year, at age 19, Melissa
Stanley declared her candidacy for Democratic State
Representative, making her the
youngest female to ever run for
the Ohio legislature.
Stanley was in her second and
final year at Ohio State when she
declared she would be running
for Ohio's 79th District.
"I was taking 25 credit hours
each quarter, while going home
every other weekend to work on
the campaign," Stanley said.
In August, Stanley graduated
magna cum laude with a bachelor's degree in political science.
Stanley, now 20, was motivated
to run for the legislature by her
family circumstances. Her mother and brother were both laid off,
her father's profits were plunging
with the economy and her grandmother could not pay her mortgage because she was paying so
much for her prescription drugs.
"We've been through a lot, as
I'm sure most families have, but
my opponent is a millionaire ...
and has publicly stated that living on minimum wage is easy,"
Stanley said.
Stanley's opponent, 69-yearold Richard "Dick" Adams, is
also an OSU alumnus. Although
her opponent is nearly 50
years her senior, Stanley isn't
discouraged by his experience.
"I'm actually more experienced than the man I'm running against," Stanley said.
"My opponent has only worked
at the county level and has no
legislative experience."
Adams did not return phone
calls seeking comment.
Stanley's resume includes
work at the Montgomery County
Tax Lien Department, the U.S.
Senate and the Ohio House of
Representatives, according to
her campaign Web site.
Adams' resume is a litany of
political jobs: two terms as the
Miami County Commissioner,
two terms with the Miami County
Board of Elections and threeterms
as Ohio Senator from the 5th
Senate District. He also served 18
years on the Edison Community
College Board of Trustees. He
earned his master's and doctorate
degrees from OSU while working as a teacher, according to his
campaign Web site.
"She's had a little experience,
but not a lot," said Leandra
Brown, a senior in communications, who will be voting in the
79th District. "I don't think she's
experienced enough to run. She
doesn't have enough real world
experience. In your early 20s,
you are still at that age when you
are figuring out who you are.
She's just too young."

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken from events bgsuedu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #4: "Clay Club"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room

Tm actually
more experienced
than the man I'm
running against.''
Melissa Stanley | Candidate
Stanley said she feels she has
an advantage because she is a
recent graduate. School a (Turd abilily is one of the issues she
wants to address.
"We've been unconstitutionally funding our schools for 12
years. Everyone is afraid of ruining their political career. They
aren't willing to go out on a limb
for our schools," she said. "I'm
the only person young enough
to have experienced our poor
school system."
Stanley received encouragement to run from Richard
Gunther, her former political science professor at OSU.
"|Gunther| really helped me
understand the issues," Stanley
said. "He really bent over backwards to help me."
Gunther is the chair of
the Candidate Development
Committee of the Franklin
County Democratic Party and
was the coordinator of candidate
training programs for the past
three election cycles.
"First, I urged her to do a direct
reading' course on many of the
policy matters, that she... would
have to deal with. Second... I ran
a number of workshops for her
and other candidates," Gunther
said in an e-mail. "This was a
very rigorous training program.
Melissa did extremely well.
"She is bright, hard-working
and remarkably mature. The
latter is an important personal
characteristic, since her opponent is 50 years older than her."
Stanley addedthalKaUiyKrajnak
of Mount Leadership Society also
encouraged her to run.
"Had |Krajnak| not helped me
develop leadership skills, I may
not have had the confidence
to throw my hat in the rink,"
Stanley said in an e-mail.
"Melissa always had a call for
public service," Krajnak said. "If
an iinlui.lii.il has a drive to serve
in public office, that drive overshadows their age."
Although Stanley is still
young, she began her community service as a child.
"Melissa's dad and I are very
active in the community," said
Cindy Stanley, Melissa's mother.
"If I ever came home asking
the kids for help with a food drive
Melissa would want to help. She
would even get her brothers to
help too."

CHRISTINA MCGINNS

MBGMW

"GODSPELL": The department ol theater and film produced the musical "Godspell" on Saturday In the Joe E Brown Theater. This semester there will be two other shows 'Five by Ives"
will be in the Joe E. Brown Theater Nov. 6-8 and "A Christmas Carol" will be in the Eva Marie Saint Theater Dec. 3-7

Predominately white school

Duke University program wins

difficult for some blacks

prestigious education award

By Tcssd McLean

"I'm not comfortable

U-Wire

By Hon Lung Chu
U-Wire

at all. It scares me. My
Alexander Rcavis doesn't even
go out at night he's so scared.
Since he came from Chicago
to the Iowa City area, he's never
felt so different from everyone
else, on the outside.
Reavis is black.
Twelve people, including
Reavis, met at the Afro-American
House on Thursday at 7 p.m. for
a discussion on what it's like to
be a black man at the University
of Iowa.
"I'm not comfortable at all,"
Reavis said. "It scares me. ...
My mother is more scared for
me to go out in Iowa City than
in Chicago."
The llubbard Group, formed
in lanuary 200H as a task force
to respond to recent bigotry
issues to foster a community in
which blacks can have a place
to talk.
Moticr Haskins, an assistant professor at the School
of Social Work, started the
group with two other black
men when he came to the UI
slightly over a year ago to say:
Black men are in this together,
and the Afro-American House
is a refuge.
The llubbard Group said it
gladly welcomes faculty, staff
and students.
Thursdays' topic, "How to
Survive at a PUT' (predominately white institution) was
facilitated by Emmanuel
Enekwechi,
senior staff

mother is more scared
for me to go out in Iowa
City than in Chicago."
Alexander Reavis | U. of Iowa student

psychologist at University
Counseling.
"I want to start a conversation." Enekwechi said. "What
are the pressures for the black
man trying to survive and
thrive in an environment where
they see themselves as a minority and are treated differently
simply by being there?"
During the forum, he gave
examples of how black people
have been treated and looked at
differently in the class room, in
the Iowa City community and
at the university.
For instance, Enekwechi
said when he first came to the
UI, he immediately went to
the underground black structures to help him adjust to the
incredulous looks.
Reavis, too, said he needed
to seek out the Afro-American
House as soon as he came to
Iowa — where he found solace.
"We need to get the word
out about this house."
Reavis said. "People need to
know that this is here and
we should all try and bring
someone in here."

"We're very honored.
The Smart Home

The Smart Home Program
was selected as the Green
Nonprofit
Educational
Program of the Year by the
Triangle Business lournal.
The award was presented
to Duke University's Smart
Home Program Director Jim
Gaston during a luncheon at
the North Ridge Country Club
in Raleigh Thursday.
"We're very honored,"
Gaston said. "The Smart
Home is a tremendous project, and it fits in with the
university's sustainable initiative as a whole."
Gaston, who is in his first
year as Smart Home director,
succeeded former director Tom
Rose, Pratt '05 who also attended the award ceremony.
Senior Scott Steinberg,
president of the Smart Home
program, said the award
came as no surprise to him
considering the progress
the project has made. Smart
Home opened last Fall and
was awarded a LEED platinum rating over the summer.
"We started a good program,
and the public is aware of it."
he said.
Located
behind
the
Freeman Center for lewish
Life, the 6.000 square-foot
Home Depot Smart Home
currently houses 10 students,
including two graduate students. Morethan 150 students

is a tremendous
project, and it fits in
with the university's
sustainable initiative
as a whole."
Jim Gaston | Program director
from all parts of the university are involved In the proj
ects done at the Smart Home,
Gaston said. He added that
as director his main focus
will be to provide resources
and guidance students need
to complete their projects.
"After all. Smart Home is
an extracurricular activity, and all the projects
are done for fun," Gaston
said. "So the biggest challenge for me is to provide
the resources to implement
[the students'! ideas and
support them."
Looking ahead. Steinberg
said Smart Home will hold its
first conference on smart and
sustainable living this coming Spring at Duke. The organization will also be working
with peer institutions that
have similar smart houses to
form a national smart living
association.

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you ve felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?

204 Olscamp

11:30 d.rr. -12:30 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

4-5p.m
FYSS Series: Living OffCampus 101
314 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/

Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.c om
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Crafts Break
Student Union - Contact Tables

7 - 8 p.m.
FYSS Series: Time
Management - The Ultimate
Balancing Act
315 Union - Margaret Meilink
Anderson Mtg Rm
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9 -11 p.m.
BG's Best Dance Crew
Falcon's Nest

9 -11 p.m.
Monday Night Trivia
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub
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"The whole conference legitimizes the

COMIC BOOKS

study of sequential art in a way that was
unheard of even five years ago..."
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SUNDAY. OCT. 26

ink's event, "Black in a Four
(i ill ii World," was held Saturday
morning in the I ine Arts ( enter,
I lif address began with Igle pro
claiming, "I believe, ultimately,
thai I will In' inn' ni the greatest
i mint hunk artists ol all time." he
said.
Igle lias worked with l><:
( omics for the pasl 111 years.
Vmong liK accomplishments
while ai l>( t omics was working on "I iii'sltiim.'aiu'ui'i iiiinii
based ona black super hero,
I le i redited Ins success to the
wink ethic and his ability to stay
mi task ami work until the job
i- done as being instilled by Ins
mother at a young age.
"Everything I know in life, my
work eihii. is because of her," Igle
siiil. "I havenl missed a deadline
in 10 years
Igle has also faced doubts about
the chances ol him succeeding in
the comic book industry, including the perception thai because
lir is black, the characters in his
comics miisi be black as well.
However, foi Igle comics give peo
pica i hance toesi ape stereoty pes
and the perceptions seen in the
world.
When ii comes to comic books
we're all jn-~i names," he said.

ANCHOR

1:22 A.M.

149 AM.

3 42 A.M.

She was a graduate ol Rhodes
i ollegein Memphis,Tenn.
She had a small rule in
the new Oliver Stone movie
W'„ which was filmed in
Shreveport, la. She appears
briefly as a conservative com
mentatot who speaks favorably
nl President Hush's "Mission
Vccomplished" event on an
aircraft carriet shortly aftct the
start ni the Iraq war.
On
Saturday,
K\i\
opened iis nightly news, ,isi
with a sewn minute seg
ini'iii devoted to Pressly
\nc Inn Pamela Smith told
v uwi'is 111 .n Pressly's family

agreed to have theit daughici be an organ donor. Smith's
MII lied as she lead condolent es sent into the station,
het eves red.
she in mi! every room she
'.\.is in. not IKI atiseshedemanded out attention. Inn because we
willingly gave it to her," Smith
said We all fell a little better, a
little more alive nisi being near
her.
"I ifewaseasy foi VnnePressly,
Hut n is het death thai is so very
haul I'H all ol us."
\ reward fund KAT\ sei up
in help lind the killer 01 killers
has reached S 10.000, the station
reported on its Web site Saturday
night.
No funeral arrangements were
immediately announced,

CORRECTION
POLICY
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■ is Tech Unrvi-' I.
Some ni those who attend- and violence which were depicted
ed the event found parallels in nimii hunks, she said.
Nyberg discussed the impact
between what Igle went through
and sintations they go through I ri'dric Wertham. a leading psychiatrisi in the l»KK and 50s had
everydav.
\my llartman, a librarian on society convincing many thai
from the I mas (iinniy Public comics helped cause delinquenI ibrary, enjoyed die presenta- cy in children. The impact was
tion and believes Igles experi- felt in 1947 with the creation of
The Association of Comics and
ences i an be used in the char.u ters written about in his com- Magazine Publishers," who adopted the comicbook code in 19-18.
ics.
The code covered six areas
"I think it's cool he's doing
Supena'ri and being a member which were to be stricken from
ni a minority group may give future comics. I he six themes
him interesting insights into included: sexy comics, crime.
portraying a woman or female sadistic torture, vulgar or obscene
language, treatment of divorce as
character," she said.
With the final keynote," rhe glamorous, and ridicule of race
Death ol the t omics Code" mi and/or religion.
Nyberg described the code as
Saturday, \my Kiste Nyberg, a
professoi in the department ol being very strict with segments
communications at Seton I tall restricting ridicule of people in
University, described the history authority, but credited the audi
ni the comics code, which was ence. industry and a change in
developed in the late 1940s and social and cultural acceptance for
the death ol the code.
early 1950s
Nyberg believes the changes,
rile code was developed
aftei groups who were resistant like children watching television,
in i oinii s. including religious can also he seen as what helped
leaders i him lies and teachers, Bnatty kill the comics code, which
hegan in worry about the sex was finally dropped by Marvel

•

.

.
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wvfw.bgnews.com
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USG
From Page 1
from last year. The goal is to
have I hem posted soon so
students can reference them
when registering for classes
this spring.
West has been involved
with list; since the begin
ning of tlie year said USG Vice
President Snndeep Mutgi.
"lake is a self-starter and
phenomenal person," Mutgi
said.
West said being apart of
USG is hard work but worth
the time.
"1 was first introduced to
I he wonders of caffeine," West
said ol working on the (acuity
evaluations. "We have a great
organization and I want to
keep that going."
Aside from USG, Wesl
said he likes the University
because of the people.
"Sometimes people can be
mean, but here everyone is
friendly and nice," West said.
Once graduating. Wesl
said lie hopes to be a Spanish
translator and travel to Spain.
Basch said he has no doubt
ol West's success.
"Take one look at the kid
and you can tell lie is going
places," Basch said.

From Page
nitely haven't been decreasing, which is something
Mot/ said might be a result
nl the courses being taken
seriously as a study due to
it's usefulness in a number
nl occupations.
"IPopulai culture! isamajor
aspect of the economy, even
though people don't think
of it thai way. Mot/ said. "It
includes being able to interpret and anticipate cultural
trends, being able to relate
10 different groups of people
in the society, and looking at
Vmerican culture in a global
context."
According to the University
Web site, no other institution
in the nation has a department nl popular culture. Ibis
means that even if students
are not fully committed to
popular culture as a major, a
minot in popular culture or
folklore is still an option.
I be popular culture minor,
which requires 2\ credit hours
chosen from a list of particular classes, has been combined with numerous majors
in the past. Mot/ said this
list includes everything from
journalism and film studies
to computer science and mar
keting.
"You sort of have to look at
t hat combinai ion of t he major
and minor working together,"
Mot/said, "ll works especially
well if one of them involves
learning particular skills
related to a job and the other
involves a certain cultural
knowledge or pool of information,"
For Garza, keeping popular culture as a minor was as
much about doing what you
love as ii was having a good
background for her chosen
career.
"I can't it'll you how many
times people brushed me off
when 1 told them what I want
to do for my career, especially when 1 first told them I was
going to school for popular
culture," Garza said. "There
is so much inure that is possible than most people think.
We all would be better off if
more people had the guts to
do what they love, instead
of being concerned with
what everyone else thinks is
attainable."

GUIUERMO ARIAS

BUSTED: Ruaido Estrada Peier. known as I
stoned by soldiois alter beinq
presented to the media following his arrest by Meiito's Aimy in Tijuana. Mexico.

San Diego shootout
leads to arrest of drug
cartel based in Tijuana
TIJUANA, Mexico (API Soldiers at rested a leader of

the Hjuana-based Arellano
Felbl cartel alter a shootout in
a middle-class neighborhood
of the border city across from
San Diego. Mexico's Defense
Department
announced
yesterday.
Eduardo Arellano Felix was
captured Saturday night together with his daughter. The U.S.
State Department once offered
$5 million for his capture.
Mexican authorities say
Arellano Felix and his sister
Enedina Arellano Felix took
over the drug clan's leadership
alter several of their brothers
were arrested or killed.
Tijuana, once clearly the
gangs home turf, has become
a local point of soaring violence
between rival organized crime
groups and often outgunned
authorities.
The Arellano Felix cartel emerged in the hiitos as a
drug trafficking powerhouse
across the U.S. border from San
Diego, but has been weakened
in recent years as leaders were

killed or captured.
Ill 2006, Francisco lavier
Arellano Felix was captured on
a fishing boat by the U.S. Coast
Guard in international waters
off the coast ol southern liaja
California.
A huge blow was dealt to the
gang in 2002 with the arrest of
Benjamin Arellano Felix, reputedly the planning chief of the
gang, ami the killing of Ramon
Arellano Felix, the groups
feared enforcer.
President Felipe Caldcron
has come under criticism for
a surge in homicides and kid
nappings, even as thousands of
soldiers and federal police fight
druggangs across the country.
Caideron's administration
also has focused on extraditing suspected traffickers to the
United Stales, a move which
U.S. ami drug officials have
praised.
I lowever, a Mexican judge in
Inly blocked the extradition to
the U.S. of Benjamin Arellano
Felix until a court can rule on
the legality of the government's
extradition order.
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Nyberg made a comparison
between the outrage felt when
violence is shown on television
and the lack of that outrage
when violence is depicted in a
comic book.
"Nobody really cares about
comics and what the content
is," she said.
Nyberg concluded by asking
the audience to lliink about the
way people tell siories connecting masculinity and violence
which she believes re enforces
stereotypes racially and gender
based.
Following the event Robert
Ucinei. a humanities librarian at Texas Tech University,
believed the conference as a
whole represented a form of
recognition for popular culture
and the importance popular
culture has in society.
The whole conference legitimizes the study of sequential
an in a way th.it was unheard
of even live years ago, so in thai
way this conference is ground
breaking," he said.
The "Graphic Language: The
An ol the Comic Hook exhibit
will be available for viewing
at the Dorothy liber Bryan
Gallery from ll a.m. to t pm
luesday through Saturday and
on Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. Hie Gallery is closed on
Sunday

MINOR

LATE NI6HI AI KHEISCHER

DECORATIONS, COSTUMES, SCARY DESSERTS,
APPLE CIDER, DBTY BATH WATER,
CARAMEL APPLE STATION, AND MUCH MORE

Comics In 2001.
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At 20, woman
runs for Ohio's
state legislature
By T.l I mil S limy,- i
U-Wi.e
Last year, at age 19, Melissa
Stanley declared her candidacy lor Democratic State
Representative, making her the
youngest female to ever run for
the Ohio legislature.
Stanley was in her second and
Final year at Ohio State when she
declared she would be running
for Ohio's 79th District.
"I was taking 25 credit limns
each quarter, while going home
even other weekend to work on
the campaign," Stanley said.
In August, Stanle) graduated
magna cum laude with a bachelor's degree in political science.
Stanley, now 20, was motivated
to run lor the legislature by her
family circumstances. I let mother and brother were both laid off,
her lather's profits were plunging

with the economy and her grandmother could not paj her mort
gage because she was paying so
much for her prescription drugs.
"We've been through a lot, .is
I'm sure most families have, hut
my opponent is a millionaire ...
and has publicly stated that liv
Ingon minimum wage is easy,"
Stanley said.
Stanleys opponent, 69-yearold Richard "Dick" Adams, is
alsoanOSU alumnus. Although
her opponent is nearly 50
years her senior, Stanley isn't
discouraged by his experience.
"I'm actually more experienced than (he man I'm run
ning against,'' Stanley said.
"My opponent has only worked
at the county level and has no

legislative experience."
Adams did not return phone
calls seeking comment.
Stanley's resume includes
work at the Montgomery County
lax lien Department, the U.S.
Senate and the Ohio House ol
Representatives, according to
her campaign Website.

Adams resume is a litany ol
political jobs: two terms as the
Miami County Commissioner,
two terms with the Miami Count)
Board ofElections and three terms

DEPT. OF THEATER AND FILM DANCING TO THE MUSIC

"I'm actually
more experienced
than the man I'm
running against."

Stanlc) said she feels she has
an advantage because she is a
recent graduate. School afford
ahilil\ is one- ol tlie issues she

wants to address
"We've been unconstitution
ally funding out schools for i^
years. I veryone Is afraid ol ruin
ing their political career. I hey
aren't willing to go out on a limb
for our schools," she said. "I'm
the onl) person young enough
to have experienced out pool
school system.1
Stanley received encour
agemenl to run from Richard
Gunther, her former political sc i
ence professot at OSU.
"Kiiinlhcr! reall) helped me
understand the issues.'' Stanle)
said. "He reall) bent ovet bat k
wards to help me
Gunther is the chair ol
the Candidate Development
Committee ol the Franklin
Count) Democratic Party and
was the coordinator of i andidate
training programs for the past
three election cycles.
I irst, I urged hriicidoa direct
reading course on many ol the
policy mailers, that she ... would
have to deal with. Second... I ran
a number ol workshops lor her
and other candidates. Gunther
said in an e-mail. " I his was a
ver) rigorous training program.
Melissa did extreme!) well.
she is bright, hard working
and remarkabl) mature. The
latter is an important personal
characteristic, since her opponent is 50 u'.iisciicici than her."
stanlcv added that kathv Kiajnak
of Mount Leadership Societ) also
encouraged her to run.
"Had IKrajnak rtOI helped me

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
"G0DSPELL":

I in produced the musical "Godspell" on Sal
tei Nov 6-8 and"

Predominately white school

Duke University program wins

difficult for some blacks

prestigious education award

By Tessa McLean

"I'm not comfortable at all,"
Reavis said. "It scares me. ...
M) mothci is more scared for
me to go out III Iowa City than
in Chicago."
Hie lluhhaicl Group, formed
in lanuar) 2008 as ,i task force
to respond to recent bigotry

issues to foster a community in

degiees Iron) OSII while work
iug as a teacher, according to his

not have had the confidence
to throw my hat in the rink."
Stanley said in an e-mail.
Melissa always had a call lor
puhlic service, krajnak said. "If
an individual has a drive to serve
in public office, III,il drive over

campaign Web site,

shadows their age."

"She's had a little experience,
but not a lot.'' said I eandra
Brown, a senior in communications, who will be voting in the
79th District. I don't think she's
experienced enough to run. She
doesn't have enough real world
experience. In your early 20s,
you are still at that age when you
are figuring out who you are.
She's just too young.'

Although Stanle) is still
young, she began het community service as a child.
"Melissa's dad and 1 are very
active in the community," said
(inch Stanley. Melissa s mother.
"If I ever came home asking
I lie kids ten help with a food dine
Melissa would want to help. She
would even gel her brothers to
help loo."

which blacks can have a place
to talk.
Motiet llaskins. an assis
tanl professor at the School
of Social Work, started the
group with two other black
men when he came to the III
slighlh over a year ago to say:
Black men are in this together,
and the Afro-American Mouse
is a refuge.
I he lluhhaicl Group said it
gladlv welcomes faculty, stall
and students
I hursdays' topic, "How to
siu\|ve at a PWI" (predominate!) white institution) was
facilitated by Emmanuel
Inekwechi.
senior
staff

years on the Edison Community
College Board of Trustees, lie
earned his master's and doctorate
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for me to go out in Iowa
City than in Chicago."

psychologist at Universit)
Counseling.
"I want to start a conversation.'' Inekwechi said. What
are the pressures for the black
man trying to survive and
thrive in an environment where
they see themselves as a minority and are treated differently
simply by being there?"
During the forum, he gave
examples of how black people
have been treated and looked at
differently in the class room, in
the Iowa City community and
at the university.
lor instance. Inekwechi
said when he first came to the
III. he immediately went to
the underground black structures to help him adjust to the
incredulous looks.
Reavis, loo, said he needed
to seek out the Aim American
House as soon as he came to
low,i
where he round solace.
"We need to get the word
out about (his house.
Reavis said. "People need to
know that this is here and
we should all try and bring
someone in here."
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The Smart Home
I lie Smart Home Program
was selected as the Green
Nonprofit
Educational
Program ol the Vear by the
Triangle Business lournal.
I he award was presented
to Duke University's Smart
Home Program Director litn
Gaston during a luncheon at
the North Ridge Country Club
in Haleigh Thursday.
"We're very honored,"
Gaston said
1 lie Small
Home is a tremendous pro]
eel. and it tits in with the
university's sustainable initiative as a whole."
Gaston, who is in his first
veai as Smart Home director,
succeeded former directoi Tom
Rose, Pratt '05 who also attended the award ceremony.
senior Scott Steinberg
president ot the Smart Home
program, said the award
came as no surprise to him
considering the progress
the project has made. Smart
Home opened last I all and
was awarded a 1.1 Id) platinum rating over the summer.
We started a good program,
and the public is aware ot it,
lie said.
located
behind
the
Freeman Center for lewish
life, the 6,000 square-fool
Home Depot Smart Home
currently houses 10 students,
including two graduate students. More than I."ill students

is a tremendous
project, and it fits in
with the university's
sustainable initiative
as a whole."

from all pat is ol the univet
silv aie involved in the proj
ects done ai the' Smart I
Gaston said, lie added III,II
as director his main focus
will be to pun ide resources
and guidance students need
to complete their projects.
Alter all. Smart Home i ■
an extracurriculai aiiiv
ity. and all the projects
are clone loi Inn. i. .
said. "So the lugge-t dial
lenge lor me is to provide
the resources IO implement

the Students'

ideas aim

support them
I ooking ahead. Steinberg
said Moan Home will hold its
first conference on smart and
sustainable liv ing this , on.
nig Spring at Duke. I he orga
nization will also he working
with peer institutions that
have simil.u smalt houses to
form a national smart living
association.

Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year to
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and retirees. In addition to
being offered at the Student Health Service beginning October 14 they
will be given at the following locations throughout campus:

check us out online:
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"We're very honored.
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mother is more scared

Is there a
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By Hon Lung Chu

"I'm not comfortable
at all. It scares me. My

Mexander Reavis doesn't even
go out at night he's so scared.
Since he came from Chic ago
to the Iowa City area, lie's never
fell so different from everyone
else,on the outside.
Reavis is black.
hvelve people, including
Reavis, mel at the Mro-American
House on Ihursday at 7 p.m. lor
a discussion on what it's like to
be a black man at the University
of Iowa.

develop leadership skills, i ma)

as Ohio Senator from the 5th
Senate District. He also sen ed III
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"It's our birthright as humans to create our own world to escape to from time to time.'"
- Scott McCloud, creater of the comic book "Zot!" He was one of many cartoonists to attend "Comic
Books: A Medium In Transition." on campus over the weekend [see COMIC BOOKS, pa. 1].

Monday October?/2008 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite comic book character?
"Archie. If he counts."

REEMAELWARDANY.
Junior,
Education

"Batman. He's the
people's superhero.
He doesn't need
superpowers."

"SpkJerman. He's
strong but he's
normal."

ROYCEECTROR,

GRACE KMIECIK.
Sophomore.
Pre-optomttry

During this prcsidontiiil enmI'.UI;M. wt/vc heard uhoul
"change." luich candidateclaims
to lie the "agent ol change," and
will give ns the "real change"
we're supposedly seeking.
Hut, as the old saying goes,
he careful what you pray for;
you just might gel it.
Some things to rememher:
first, change is uncoinfort,ihle. I alwaysconduct a thought
experiment with my student!
on the first day of class. I tell
them to put on their jeans the
next day using the other leg
first. We all put our pants on
with the tame leg rightorlefi
•vary day. Tomorrow, use the
opposite leg, and see how awkward it is. (I lint: have a chair or
bed handy; you could fall.)
lhe new president not only
will be initially uncomfortable,
but he will also make some of
us feel uncomfortable, lhe "honeymoon" period for new prrsi
dents is becoming increasingly

In politics, remember that
the president will be working
with Congress. In Congress,
all the representatives are up
for re-election and most running for re-election could be
reelected due to the advantage
of Incumbency, One-third of
the Senate is up for re-election.
Assuming many are standing
for re-election, most of those
will he reelected. So the new
President — whoever he Is
— will be working with largely
the same Congress as before.
In essence, the new president
is the new kid in town. If he
wants to make change, he
should know how the "system"
works and the people who control the Congressional levers.
Otherwise, he'll find himself
tilting at windmills and no
change will occur.
This is not intended to endorse
any particular candidate. It's
merely a reminder to be very,
very thoughtful when voting.
So be careful what you wish
for. We'll all be living with the
results for a long, long time.

■Respond to PNlat
thvtit'wstfCbgm'ws.cani.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Article on women's
costumes was sexist
The article "Less clothing
may mean more sexy" |Oct,
231 may have had good intentions of pointing out the sexism and degradation of women
that Is perpetuated through
"sexy" Halloween costumes.
Unfortunately, it seems to have
failed mlserubly by Including
the horrendous comments of
Dave Beck.
"Anytime a lady shows off
her skin, guys arc going to look.
Now we have a reason to stare
...," Beck said. "In today's society it all comes down to being
wanted. What easier way to be
wanted then Isicl to get everyone to look at you."
The self-esteem of women
does not and should not rely on
disrespectful objcctiflcation by
men. Women ha ve been reduced
to sex objects for hundred of
years, it's one of the things I try
to fight as a feminist.
Dave Beck should be
ashamed of himself forthe way
he talks about women. Being
objectified is not empowering,
it is disrespectful and foul. I

would have liked for the article to point that out. There Is
much more to women than
their bodies. Despite what
much of the media portrays,
women are not objects put
on earth for the pleasure and
entertainment of men.
— Katelyn Mowery, Senior,
AYA Social Studies Ktlucation

University caves to RIAA
pressure, big brother
The University's recent
readiness to truckle under the
Recording Industry Association
of America's intimidation and
Install Copysense seemed casually dismissed by the staff editorial in the Oct. 24 Issue of The
BG News.
The editorial assumed without question the absolute precedence security takes over our
freedoms. This post-9/11 presumption deserves meticulous
reevaluatlon. Students deserve
the right to make autonomous
choices regarding file sharing and, at bare minimum, a
voice on the matter. The arti-

THE BG NEWS
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Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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cle Ironically compared the
University's actions with those
of a protective "big brother."
Surely George Orwell would
be troubled by our uncritical
forfeiture of freedoms in the
name of nebulous protection
from the RIAA.
While the University stresses the importance of critical
thinking and values-driven
personal decision-making,
it seemed more than eager to
invest In Copysense, a program
by many accounts flawed, If not
impotent, at the first hint of the
RIAA's bullying.
The RIAA has a long history of
threatening excessive litigation
against students to cajole them
Into settling out of court. After
receiving 658 such cease and
desist notices, the University
opted to buckle to intimidation,
rather than standing up for Its
students,
In the 21st century, file-sharing Is not nearly as black and
white as some may like us to
believe. There has yet to be an
open and frank campus discussion regarding the ethics of filesharing. Indeed, such a moral

VISIT US AT
iGNEVrtiCOM
BGNE

Have your own lake on
Street? Or a suggestion for

A new prez can make for uneasy change
or go back to. Not everything
new Is good, and vice versa,
judgment and maturity are
essential qualities for all our
elected leaders.
fourth,the perfect maybelhe
enemy of the good. Democracy
Is slow and somewhat plodding.
At times we may have to settle
for "good enough," because
taking It to the next level may
be more costly in money, effort
and patience than we're willing
to give.
Fifth, the glass is half full
or half empty. Some have
compared our present situation with that of the (ireat
Depression. Not even close.
The unemployment rate in the
19:10s was 2.r)-:)0 percent with
someareusmuch higher. Today,
we're at slightly above (i percent nationwide. Our savings
accounts are insured, Social
Security helps the retired and
unemployment compensation
is available. These are things
not even dreamed of during the
Depression.
To be certain, life Is difficult
for many people, Hut it's better
than it was 75 years ago. The
new president will need u sense
of perspective.

^

today'i People On The

Freshman.
Psychology

brief. We need to ask ourselves;
which of the candidates is more
comfortable with discomfort?
Because, for the new president,
nothing will go as predicted,
promised or planned.
Second, the law of unintended consequences, or "no good
deed goes unpunished." No
matter what policy will be pursued, there will be unforeseen
effects that may take years, if
not decades, Hi manifest themselves, much less resolved. The
new president will be dealing
with the results of policies from
prior administrations going
back as far as a generation. No
president is given a clean slate
on which to write. A sense of
history and perspective will be
helpful to the new president.
Third, change for the sake
of change is foolish. Hack in
the 1960s, Abble Hoffman,
whose heroes included I'idcl
(astro, wrote a tract entitled
"Revolution for the Hell of It,"
The title itself connotes anarchism and chaos. During the
current campaign, one of the
question! that should be on
our minds concerns not only
what we want to change, but
also what we want to retain

"Iron Man, because
they made it Into a
good movie."

discourse Is too voluminous for
this article, but deserves considerable, campus-wide attention.
Instead we have neglected to
fight back against a group with
waning credibility and avaricious motives, like so many
Institutions before us. Greed
permeates the RIAA far beyond
protecting the rights of Its artists. If the University wants to
truly assist students, then stand
up for us!
We cannot so easily surrender our freedoms under coercion. This is a matter that ought
to be alarming to all students,
faculty, staff and residents.
The Issue is not necessarily the
permissibility of file-sharing
(though that discussion merits our time), but the alarming
readiness and disheartening
silence with which we have
relinquished our freedom.
— Qiris Partridge, Senior,
Philosoplry
Respond lo letters to the editor
at thenetus9bgnews.com
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Orange and brown
abound on trees
and students alike

I must say that I have been rather pleased as of late. Based on
my subjective analysis of the
current campus situation here
at the University, 1 can reasonably assume that things arc
going quite well at our esteemed
institution.
BG Undead is back and In full
swing, the beautiful colors of
autumn fall from every tree In
sight, the "BGSTD" rumor has
been finally debunked (courtesy of the fine people at Trojan
condoms) and I've seen a grand
total of four people wearing
OSU colors on campus so far
this year.
It's utterly fantastic, really.
There's truly no other way I
can describe how I feel about
the apparent luck of scarlet and
gray on campus this for this
autumn.
As many of you might recall
(save for the freshmen), the fall
semester of the 2007-08 BGSU
academic year visually seemed
like our college was actually located in central Ohio, as
opposed to Its actual northwest
location.
The culprits guilty of starting
this horrid confusion?
An overabundance of BGSU
students who chose to wear scarlet and gray clothes emblazoned
with buckeye "Os" whilst strolling
around our dear campus during
the past football season.
Hoodies, hats, knit caps,
shoelaces, sweatpants, visors,
track pants, sweaters, shirts and
jackets sporting Ohio State colors could be seen all over campus without effort; our beloved
colors of orange and brown had
been drowned out in a sea of
alien scarlet and gray.
The reasons for the prevalence
of merchandlse-sawy OSU fans
on campus last year, of course,
were OSU's near-perfect seasons
in both 2006 and 2007.
Manage to craft a football
team that successful and even
9-year-old kids in Wisconsin
who are unaware of the existence of )lm T'ressel will buy the
merchandise.
But this Isn't Wisconsin; It's
Bowling Green State University,
and we wear orange and brown
around these parts.
This Is precisely why It's
so refreshing to see students
proudly wearing their actual school colors during this
season.
Don't get me wrong; I hold

nothing against anyone for the
clothes that he or she chooses to
wear. This Is u free country, with
freedom of choice In regards to
what clothes one chooses to
wear. We wear what we want to
wear, and that's just fine.
But the fuct that there are
barely any OSU fans who choose
to makethcirfandom noticeable
on campus this year Is tangible
evidence which proves the fact
that the severity and Infcctlousncss of OSU mania is entirely
dependent on the performance
of their collegiate football team.
And although OSU's football
team Isn't exactly having a had
season so far, thclrcurrent rank of
"not number 1" Is having a negative Impact on their popularity
here at BGSU.
And I love It.
Although I can literally say that
I am the physical embodiment of
the antithesis to the "jock" persona, my blood starts to boil when
apparel for another school's football team dominates the seasonal
fashion scene here at Bowling
Green Stale University.
Then again, I would only
truly be happy about the fashion scene around these parts if
everyone shopped at Goodwill,
Youth-size athletic vests and
awkward neckties ahoy!
So understandably, I am
pleased with the current state
of OSU fashion here at our university. When I walk out to the
cold autumn air for class every
morning, I see people who
choose to don bright orange BG
hoodies Instead of sweaters featuring the likeness of Tresscl on
their frontsldes.
1 witness students toting BGSU
messenger bags which lack the
oh-too-ldentlfiable "block O."
And I sec lotsof heavily-armed
human resistance members
fending off undead predators of
the zombie persuasion through
use of Nerf armaments.
Whoops. Sorry about that; I
got my BG Undead mixed In
with my rant about students
wearing OSU colors here on
campus.
1 can only hope that the next
team to make It big In collegiate
football doesn't suddenly make
an ubiquitous presence here on
Bowling Green State University.
Especially If that school's colors are flesh tone & green.., or
something. Seeing the colors of
human flesh and green everywhere would only make my
zombie appetite more ravenous
than usual.
Braaaaalns!
■Respond to Levi at
theneivs@bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got tofrwlhing you want to My about an opinion column or newt itory?
Htre'i how to get In touch with ui for letters to the tdltor:
■ E-mail us at thenews»bgnevvscorn.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom In 210 West Hall.
Bt lure to mad tht submission guidelines at tht bottom of this page.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewi¥bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of TfeBG News
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Electricity can be just a landfill away
By David Porltr
T ha Associated Prew

MATT SIOCUM
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Texan man's death leads many
to believe it was hate crime
By J.ff Car I ton

rfwAitoaittdPiMi
I'AHIs, li'xiis

Membflfj ol the

Nation ill Islam, llir New Hlaek

Panthen md the NAACP on
Satuiday promised protests to
bring mon attention to the kill
ing of an east Texas man whose
death recalls, lor some, a notori
nusdccatle old hale crime.
Speaker alter speaker at a memo
rial service said they disagreed
with Ihedistiiel attorney, stance

that Brandon \i< 1 Hellandi death
was not racially motivated
"If this is not a hale ciiine,
then there is no such thing
us 11 hale crime," said Kryslal
Muhammad of the New buck
Panthers. "Even though our
brother was viciously slain, we
will not let him die in vain."
'IViro white men, accused
Of running McClelland down
and dragging his liody about
70 feet beneath their pickup, remain jailed on murder
charges. They face up to life in
prison if convicted.
Authorities have cast doubt
on theories that the attack was
a hate crime hill said they will
lake another look when autopsy
results become available iiiis
week. A determination of mcial
bias in a crime can increase pen

"If this is not a hate
crime, then there
is no such thing

then ran him over and dial his
body was dragged beneath Ihe
Inick. Mis body was discovered
Sept, Hi. McClcllanri's mother
said fragments of her son's skull
Could still hi' round three days

later.

as a hate crime."

Cnisilev and I inlev all' jailed
on charges of murder and evi

Crystal '■' il
allies, hut not lor the miiidei

charees these dofendanta face,
Still, a finding of racial bias in
Mc('lelland's killing could make
a powerful statement. And I leiic
Muhammad of the Nation ol
Islam called Md lelland's death
an "exact copycat" ol the 1998
lames llyrd disc.
Byidi a black man in latper,
about 200 miles south ui Paris,
was chained by Ihe ankles to the

dunce tampering Flnlcyi attor
neydki inn Immediately reapond

a life sentence,

slaughter,

McClelland died allei going
wilh two while friends on a late
night beer run acioss ihe Rate
line to Oklahoma (in ihe way

"Ulial ibis caiC shows is llial
il a while person wauls to lynch
a bl.nk man, all Ihey have in
do is befriend him Brat" Doric
Muhammad said,
Officials sold ihev have uncovered no evidence that I inley, who
served lime for manslaughter,
had joined a while supremacist
gang while in prison,

Charles llyan Croslley, Ixiih 21.
I le left (he pickup to walk home
Authorities said that Ihe men

Nationwide,

ihe

mine use ol then siles by install
ing wind and solar power to

supplement methane,
"We see landfills as potential
New Age energy plains, because

federal

Mm can combine all three and

l'.nviroiiineniall'ioieclion.\|:iiii\
counts 455 landfills thai use thou

methane to generate clo trii If)
One of Slew leisey's leading
environmentalists envisions ihe
state's landfills someday making

Ml linel, executive director ol
ihe New lersey chaptoi of ihe
Sierra Glib.

generate elouiidty according to
the slate Hoard of Public Utilities.

Financial workers begin

Jew study

to flee New York City

discusses AIDS
treatment

I 111' A •.MM UlliMI

served jail time after pleading

That ii almost at man) asm ihe
state ol lexas, and more llian Ihe
combined number in Georgia,
Mississippi, loiiisiana, Alkansas
and Oklahoma

Inf.

posing garbage is used as luel in

By Valeria B.umm

guilty to perjury lor providing a
lalse alibi lor finlev in the lal
ter's murder trial in 2004, Mrtley
eventually pleaded guilty In man

1-ElsndM

N I llH'Kr.imyMli'i.iiiKniviil niclti.un-'(,1*, |,'<htiF<*-i l,y (i"1*

methane gat produced by decom

attome) was no) answered.
Unlike Ihe Byrd case, thenis 1111 evidence thai McClelland
was lied or chained In llie truck.
Officials also point out that
Met Holland was friends with ihe
Iwnmiirrici SUspeCtB,
III an odd twist, McClelland

Mint DtBEB

■ andOjafbaQPdioiii

CONVERSION: A ''

create a Heady snuice of powei
and not everybody wants a
windmill in Iheii back yard, said

to a voice mail message Saturday,
and a call In a listing for Crust ley's

back of a pickup l>y three while
supremacists and dragged lor
three miles. Two of the killers are
on death rOWj the Ihird issciung

back authorities said McQcUand
argued with the two suspects
Shannon Keith Plnley and

KI'AHNY.N.).- Standing atop the
■MX) acrel-hluiulllll.yoiigelapan
oramic view of the Meadowlands
sixirts complex lo the north and
the New York City skyline to the
cast. You're also standing on a cril
icitl pan of New Jersey's, and the
nation's, energy future,
Decades worth of household
trash, construction waste and
assorlistl refute buried in the land
till is providing cltvtrii ily to thou
sands of homes.
"It's like you're buying back
your own garbage, but in a
different form," said Tom
Marltirano, director of solid
waste and natural resources for
the New lersey Meadowlands
Commission, which owns and
operates the I B site.
The Keaniy site is among 21
landfills in New lersey Where

I'M",'.

By Marilynn Marchlona

II,,'A.

ALBANY, N.Y. • Hunkers and
brokers looking to escape the
financial meltdown are scram
hling to relocate their families,
possessions and ratified talent tar
from Wall Stnet to places such
as Florida, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Virginia and Asia.
Iravis hicey left investmenl
bank lelfries SiCo, and Wall Stnvl

WASHINGTON

behind in September to work
for Balrd in Chicago, lie also lefl
iK'hind Ihe nagging sense of worry
thai had plagued liim since his

I he stud) found lhal delay
ing treatment until a patient's
Immune system Is badly dam

MARKIINNIIUN

WAITING:

in nuts lo mm

lllr New Ynii',!; • I ■

rwwYofll

aged nearly doubles the risk
ol dying in ihe next lew years
compared to patients whose

company had tasted announc
ing layoffs earlier in the year.
"Anyone in that environment, you never know what's
going in happen," Lacey said.
"There are a lot ol good bank

ers ihat unfortunately are al
the wrong place al the wrong

Peoplewho

have die AIDS virus should
start drug treatments toonoi
ill,in current guidelines rec
minuend, suggests a large
lieu Study thai could change
ihe care ol hundreds of thou
sands of Americans.

time, especially in New \uik."

Corporate hcadhuntcrt nay
Wall Street's malaise will lead
lo a permanent laleni loss for
New Yolk. Il could help small
boutique linns become hlggci
players, howcvei

treatment started earlier.
Doctors have thought
it would lie heller lo span
patients ihe side effects
nl AIDS drugs as long as
possihle.

FALCON FACTS the first Olympic gold
FORFREESTUFF medal won by a BGSU
student was in what sport?
a) Basketball c)Track

Registration begins for:

b) Hockey

Graduate Students

October 20

Non-Degree Graduate Students

October 22

(J) Men's Figure Skating
CONTEST RULES:
— Look lor a new quesluxi on BGSU trivia
every week in the BGNews
— Submit tin answer on BGNews mm
before Saturday each week
— For each correct answer
you receive points
— After Thanksgiving Break, the person
with the most points will be announced

Seniors

October 28

Juniors

November 4

Sophomores

November 12

Freshmen

November 18
November 24

Guest Students

WINNER GETS:
— A one time $500 shopping spree at
A

SBX (not including textbooks)
— Musi In1 speni before winter

in 1940 ,he senior

I A's.T MfFFIft

n«icla8s

ra

HUM*

|a,

o t" iio

buried a ,ime ca su,e under

P

U a A a tree on campus. When was this
time capsule to be opened?
-4196.' HUB 50th -\ 1990150years Irani
■/Annlnraaryl

v/bunaldajj

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Ptf Major Advising, and UPAS

101 UMvntily Hill

372*943

Arts & Sciences

208 AdmlnmraMn Building

372-201S

Business Adminislraliiiii
r duration & Human Denliipmenl

371 B jsineti Administration Building

372-2747

MS Education Building

372-7372

Health & Human Setvices

IMMeintiOntM

372-8242

Musical Arts

1031 Moon Musical Ar» Building

372-21BI

lechmiluK)
Firelands

102 Taclinology Building

372-7581

101 Wnt Building

3720876

Register using My.BGSU.edU
To lind your exact registration day and time,
go to the Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU.

Offtct of Rtglitrrtlon and Racordi
110 Admlmifallon Building
HtWiuauonHMI«w4ia ID 4444
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"It's our birthright as humans to create our own world to escape to from time to time.
- Scott McCloud. creater of the comic book "Zot!" He was one of many cartoonists to attend "Comic
Books: A Medium in Transition." on campus over the weekend [see COMIC BOOKS, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite comic book character?
"Archie. If he counts"

"Batman. He's the

"Spiderman. He's

"Iron Man, because

people's superhero.

strong but hes

they made it into a

He doesn't need

normal."

good movie."

k

Hove your own take on
today's People On The

superpowers."

Street? Or a suggestion foe

A new prez can make for uneasy change

: >111 i i if.; this presidential campaign, we've liciinl about
'i hangc." I.HII candidate claims
in l>r the ngenl nl change," and
will nivc us the 'real change"
we're supposed!) seeking
But, us the "M saying goes,
he careful what you praj For;
Mm jtisl mighl gel it.
Some things to remember:
I irsi, i hange is uncomfnri
iblc, ialwaysconductaihoughl
I'xperimeni with inj students
'in ihc first da\ nl class. I tell
iiciii in pin mi their |eans the
ncxi da) using the irther leg
llrst. We all pin our punts on
wit hi he same leg
right oi lefl
every diis, tomorrow, use the
p|Kisite leg, .mil see him nwk
ward ii is.; I lint: have a chair m
bed handy; you could i.iii.
I lir new president not nnlj
.MII In- Initial!) uncomfortable,
Inn he will ulsn make some nl
US feel niiniinlnii.ililr. I lie'linn
, miHUI' period inr new presl

ni. is Ixjcoining mi reusingly

brief, We need to ,isk ourselves:
which nl tlir candidates is more
comfortable wilh discomfort?
Because, foi llic ncvi president,
nothing will e,n tut predicted,
promised or planned.
Second, the law ol unlntend
nl consequences, oi "no good
deed goes unpunished. No
matter whal policy will be pursued, there will no unforeseen
ctiii is that ma) take years, ii
nut decades, to manifest them
selves, nun Ii Irss resolved, I he
new president will be dealing
with the results of policies from
prior administrations going
back us far us a generation. No
president is given a clean slate
mi which to write. A srnsr ill
histor) and perspective will be
liripiul in the new president,
I liinl. change foi the sake
nl change is foolish, Back in
i hi' 1960s, Miliic Hoffman,
whose heroes included I Idol
( astro, wrote a tract entitled
"Revolution for the Hell nl It."
I In- title itself connotes anar
i liism and chaos During the
current campaign, one nl the
questions that should be on
inn minds concerns not only
whal wc want in change, Inn
ulsn uli.ii we want to retain

in mi back in. Nni everything
new is good, and vice versa,
ludgmeni and maturity are
essential qualities Inr .ill our
elected leaders,
I oin i h. the perfect maybe the
enemy of the good, Democracy
is slow and somewhat plodding,
\i times we may have to settle
For good enough." because
hiking it to the next level may
he morccostl) in money, effort
and patience thun we're willing
to give
l-'ifth. the glass is hull lull
or half empty, some have
compared our present situ
.limn with that ol the Great
Depression. Not even close,
I he unemployment rate In the
1930s was 25 :i(i percent with
someareasmuch higher, Today.
we're at slightly above h pet
lent nationwide. Our savings
accounts are insured, Social
Security helps the retired and
unemployment compensation
is available. I hose are things
inn even dreamed ol during I he
Depression,
In he certain, life is difficult
lot many people, Hut it's better
than it was 75 years ago, I he
new president will need a sense
of perspective

In polities, leiiieiiihei thai
the president will he working
with Congress, in Congress,
ail the representatives are up
lor re-election and most run
ning for re-election could be
reelected due to the advantage
oi incumbency. One third ol
the Semite is up for re -election.
Assuming many are standing
for re election, most of those
will he reelected, So the new
President
whoever he is
will be working with largely
the same Congress as before.
In essence, the new president
is the new kid in town. II he
wants to make change, he
should know how the "system"
works and the people who con
troi the Congressional levers.
Otherwise, he'll find himsell
tilting at windmills and nn
change will occur,
I his is mil intended to endorse
any particular candidate. Its
merely a reminder to be very.
very thoughtful when voting.
So he careful what you wish
lui We'll all he living with the
results lor a long, long time.

Respond to Hill ai
tlieiieivswbgiiews.coiii.
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LETTERS 10 THE EDITOR
Article on women's
costumes was sexist
lhe article "I ess clothing
ma) mean inure sexy" |Oct.
. I may have had good illlen
nuns ni pointing out the sex
ism and degi,illation ol uomeii
that is perpetuated through
sexy" Halloween costumes.
iiilniiiiiiati'lv, it seems in have
failed mlscrabl) In Including
the horrendous comments of
Dave Beck
"Anytime it lady shows of)
her skin, guys are going to look,
Mow WC have a reason lu stare
,..," Heck said. "In today's melts it all comes down to being
wanted, what easlci was to be
wanted then |sic to gel even
one to lookai you."
I he sell esteem of women
does not and should not rely on
disrespectful objectiflcatlon by
men. Women have been reduced
to sex objects tin hundred of
years, it's one of the things I try
to fight as a feminist,
Dave
Heck should be
ashamed of himself for the way
he talks ahiiut women. Being
objectified is no) empowering,
it is disrespectful and Foul. I

would have liked Inr the article to point that out. I here is
much mine in women than
their bodies, Despite whal
much ol the media portrays,
women are mil objects put
on earth for the pleasure and
entertainment ol men.

Kntelyn Mutiny. Senior,
AYA Social Studies Education
University caves to RIAA
pressure, big brother
I he University's recent
readiness to truckle under the
Recording Industry Association
ul America's intimidation mid
Install Copy-sense seemed casually dismissed by the staff edito
rial in the Oet. 2-1 issue ol Hie
HI i News.
I he editorial assumed without question the absolute precedence security takes over our
freedoms. This post-9/11 presumption deserves melieuious
reevaluatlon. Students deserve
the right m make autonomous
choices regarding file sharing and, at hare minimum, a
voice mi the matter. The arti-

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

cle Ironically compared the
University's actions with those
of u protective "liig brother."
Surely George Orwell would
he troubled by our uncritical
forfeiture of freedoms in the
name of nebulous protection
from the IIIAA.
While the University stress
es the Importance of critical
thinking and values driven
personal
decision-making,
it seemed more than eager to
invest in Copysensc. u program
by many accounts flawed, if not
impotent, at the first him of the
HIAA's bullying.
rhe RIAA bus u lung history of
threatening excessive litigation
against students to cajole them
Into settling out of court. After
receiving 658 such cease and
desisi notices, the University
opted to buckle to Intimidation,
rather thun standing up for its
students.
in the 2ist century, file-sharing is not nearly us bl.uk and
while as some may like us to
believe. There has yet to be an
open and trunk campus discussion regarding the ethics of filesharing. Indeed, such a moral

discourse is mo voluminous for
thisartil le, hul deserves considerable, CampUS-WidC attention.
Instead we have neglected lo
light back against a group with
waning credibility and ava
riclous motives, like so many
Institutions before us. diced
permeates the RIAA far beyond
protecting the rights of its artists, If the University wants lo
truly assist students, then stand
up for us!
We cannot so easily mirrendci out Freedoms under coercion, riiis is a matter that ought
lo be alarming to all students,
Faculty, staff and residents.
The issue is nui necessarily the
permissibility ol File-sharing
(though that discussion merits our time), but the alarming
readiness and disheartening
silence wilh which we have
relinquished our Freedom.

— (Jihs Partridge, Senior,
ntttosophy
Respond to letters to the editor
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Orange and brown
abound on trees
and students alike

I must say that I have been rather pleased as of late based on
my subjective analysis of the
current campus situation here
at i he University, I can reason
ably assume thai things are
going quite well at our esteemed
institution.
IK, llndeaclisbackand in lull
swing, the beautiful colors of
autumn fall From every tree in
sight, the "BGSTD" rumor has
been finally debunked (cnurtesj of the fine people at Trojan
condoms] and I've seen a grand
total ol four people wearing
OSU colors on campus so far
this year.
It's utterly fantastic, really.
I here's truly no other way I
can describe how I feel about
the apparent lack ol scarlet and
gray on campus this lor this
autumn,
\s many ol you might recall
(save lui tiie freshmen), the full
semester of the 2007-08 BOSU
academic year visually seemed
like out college was actually located in central Ohio, as
opposed ID ils actual northwest
location.
I he culprits guilty of starting
■his horrid confusion?
An overabundance ol Htisu
Students who chose lo wear scarlet and gray clothes emblazoned
with buckeye "Os" whilst strolling
around our dear campus during
the post football season,
Hoodies, hats, knit cups,
shoelaces, sweatpants, visors,
track pants, sweaters, shirts and
jackets spurting Ohio State colors could be seen all over cam
pus without effort! our beloved
i iiloisol orange and brown had
been drowned nut in a sea of
alien scarlet and gray
rhe reasons lor the prevalence
ol merchandise-savvy OSU fans
on campus last year, of course,
were OSU s near perfect seasons
In both 2006 and 2007,
Manage to craft a football
team thai successful and even
9-year-old kids in Wisconsin
who are unaware of the existence of |iill I ressel will buy the
merchandise.
Hut this isn't Wisconsin: it's
Bowling Green State University,
and we wear orange and brown
around these pans.
This is precisely why It's
so refreshing to see Students
proudly wearing their actual school colors during ibis
season.
Don't gel me wrong: I hold

nothing against anyone for the
clothes that heoi she chooses lo
wear I his is a Free country, with
Freedom of choice in regards to
what clothes one chouses lo
we,n We wear whal we want to
wear, and that'sJUSI fine.
Hul the tact that there are
barely any OSU fans who choose
to make their fandom noticeable
on campus ibis year is tangible
evidence which proves I he lad
that the severity and infectious
ness of OSU mania is entirely
dependent on the performance
Ol their collegiate football team
And although OSU's football
learn Isn't exactly having a bad
season so for. their current rank ol
"not number I" is having a nega
tive impact on their popularity
hereallldsi I
And I love it.
Although I can literally say that
I am the physical embodiment <>i
the antithesis to the "jock" per
sono, my blood starts to boil when
apparel lor another school's font
ball team dominates the seasonal
fashion scene here at Howling
Green State University.
I'hcn again. I would only
truly be happy about the lush
ion scene around these purls il
everyone shopped at I ioodwill,
VoUth size athletic vests and
awkward neckties ahoy!
So understandably, I um
pleased with the current stale
ol OSU fashion here at nui uni
verslty, When I walk nui to the
cold autumn alt for class ever)
morning, I see people who
choose to don blight mange BG
hoodies instead ol sweaters lea
luring the likeness ol Tressel on
their fronisides.
I witness students toting M< isu
messenger hags which lack the
oh-tou identifiable "block()."
And I seelotsofheavily-arnied
human resistance members
fending off undead predators of
the zombie persuasion through
use ol Neil armaments.
Whoops. Sorry about that: I
got my Mil Undead mixed in
With my rani about students
wearing OSU colors here on
campus.
I can only hope that the next
team to make ii big in collegiate
football doesn't suddenly make
an ubiquitous presence here on
Bowling Green State University.
Especially If that school's colors ure Flesh lone ft green... oi
something. Seeing the colors of
human flesh and green everywhere would only make my
Zombie appetite more ravenous
than usual.
Mruuauuins!

■Respond to Levlal
riunews9bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or n«wj story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewscPbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
.ire generally to he fewer than 500
words. These are usually m response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
'00 words These are usually also m
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Fditor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

i

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thtnews*bgnews.
com with the subject line mailed
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column' All submissions are sub
ject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Texan man's death leads many
to believe it was hate crime
By J.ff C.lton
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SIDELINES

Run down in

Dekalb

HOCKEY
Falcons split
weekend series with
Alaska Fairbanks
The BG hockey team made a
very long trip to Alaska over
the weekend for a pair of
games with Alaska Fairbanks.
The Falcons split the games,
winning 1-0 Friday and losing
5-0 Saturday.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog every
day this week as we'll have
updates on every fall sport.
We'll also be covering the
football team's ongoing preparation for their game this
weekend with Kent State. Log
on tomorrow to get the scoop
on football coach Gregg
Brandon's weekly meeting
with the local media.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1986-The New York Mets
win the World Series over the
Boston Red Sox in
. seven games.
1985-Anthony Carter of
the NFL begins his streak of
100-plus consecutive .
game receptions.
1985-Manager Billy
Martin is fired by the New
York Yankees for the
fourth time.
1984-Washington State's
Rueben Mayes sets a college
football record with 357
? rushing yards in a
? single game.

NIU run game too
much for Falcon 'D'
By Andrew Hatner
Assistant Sports Editor

I The List
* The Falcon football team
dropped a hard-fought game
to Northern Illinois Saturday,
16-15. Today, we're listing the
top five storylines from
the game:

1. Chandler Harnish:
NIU's freshman quarterback
passed for just 45 yards, but
rushed for 113.

2. NIU rushers:
Overall, the Huskies ran for
233 yards and a touchdown.

3. Field goals: Both

DEKALB. 111. — Its not a big
secret around the Mid-American
Conference that BG's run defense
is the team's weakness.
In the three MAC games BG had
played prior to Saturday, opponents had rushed the hall for 571
yards while passing for 553 yards.
Northern Illinois came into the
game averaging 177.3 rushing
yards per game and 172.4 passing yards per game, so the Falcons
knew they would haw to be ready
to face another lushing attack.
But NIU did more than just
attack. They all but gave up on
the passing game in the second
half, rushing the ball 38 times
and passing just three times on

1

Chandler
Harnish
NIU quarterback
rushed for 113 yards
Saturday

the way to a 16-13 win.
So who says a team needs a good
running game to open the pass?
Apparently not NIU coach
Jerry Kill.
Going into halftime knowing
Chandler Harnish was a dismal 3for-9 passing with 26 yards and two
interceptions in the first half. Kill
knew he had to change his offensive game plan.
See RUN | Page 7

Huskies' defense stifles Falcons
ByChriiVolo.chuk
Sports Editor

DEKALB, 111. — Northern Illinois'
defense has been riddled with
injuries all season. It's been a
patch-work group of players taking the field on a regular basis.
But, despite the size of their
injured list, the Huskies have
consistently been the best
defense in the Mid-American
Conference, holding opponents to a minuscule 13.7
points per game.
Saturday, the Huskies' defense
was as good as advertised, stifling BG's offense and laying the
groundwork for a 16-13 win at
Huskie Stadium.
" (They're] a very good defense,"
said BG tackle Jeff Fink. "They're
the best defensive ends I've
played against. IThey're a] hardnosed defense."
During the game, Huskie

"[The defense] did what they've been
doing all year. The defense saved us today
and did a great job... That's when you
know you have a good team, when one
side of the ball picks up the other."
Chandler Harnish I Northern Illinois quarterback
NIU
defense
Held BG to
168 total yards
Saturday

defenders forced one fumble on
the game's final kickoff and they
only recorded one sack. What
they did do was clamp down
on BG's offense more than any
opponent has all season, hold-

ing it to 168 total yards.
For the game, the Falcons
were forced to punt four times
out of the seven drives where
they had a chance to run the
offense. On the three drives
where the offense was able to
actually line up and run plays,
two of them were inside the NIU
20-yard line. Both ended disappointingly with field goals.
See DEFENSE | Page 7

teams' kickers combined to
make five of six field
goal attempts.

4. Huskies' defense:
NIU's defense all but shut

BG netters defend home
court win both matches

down the Falcons' offense in
c the game.

- 5. The weather: While
it was sunny in Dekalb. wind
whipped through the stadium
• all afternoon making it tough
on the kickers.

By S«an Shapiro
Reporter

To say senior Chelsey Meek had a
good weekend would be an understatement After being recognized
for her 2,000th career dig during
player introductions of the Falcons
3-2 win over Ball State, Meek
capped the evening with a drop
shot beating the Cardinal's defense
for the win.
Meek had a combined 44 digs in
BG's wins over Ball State and Toledo
this weekend. Extending her streak
of 82 straight matches with doubledigit digs, Meek is now the national
leader in consecutive matches with

double-digit digs.
" I'm just really lucky and fortunate
to get this milestone. Coach has the
confidence in me to keep wearing
tliis libero jersey and without that
confidence I wouldn't have been
able to reach this mark. 1 would
have never expected it four years
ago to be holding a national record,"
said Meek.
BG and Meek opened the weekend Friday evening with a five-set
victory over coach Denise Van De
Walk's Alma matter Ball State. The
Falcons dropped the first set 25-16
See NETTERS | Page 7
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Falcon hockey travels cross-country, splits
weekend series with Alaska Fairbanks

9
2 3
6 5

By L.xl. Black
The Sun Star

FAIRBANKS, Ala. — The Falcons
split games this weekend against
the University of Alaska Nanooks.
BCi comes home with two points
from the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association opening trip.
On Friday night, the Falcons
beat Alaska 1-0 on a late third
period goal by winger Brandon
Svendsen.
The game was fairly evenly
matched, with Falcon goalie
limmy Spratt stopping 30 shots,
and Alaska goalie Chad Johnson
stopping 29. The penalty kill
units for both teams were outstanding, with Alaska killing a
nearly two-minute 5-3 situation.
After the game, both coaches
said they thought their players
had given everything they had,
but all it takes is one goal.
"Obviously we had a chance
to win the game," said Alaska
coach Dallas Ferguson Friday
night. "For the most part, our
team competed. We did the
things we wanted to do. The one
thing that carried over twofold
for us was we took some bad
penalties again.
"I told the guys... we can't rely
on our penalty kill to bail us out."
Ferguson said his team lost
the game on a play the Nanooks
don't usually make — turning
the puck over in their own zone.
But BG capitalized on the
slight misstep.
"Our game, we have to create
turnovers," said BG coach Scott
Paluch on Friday. "We have to
create turnovers down low and
play in the offensive zone, and
we got that and made a pretty
nice play."
Saturday night the Falcons
met an attacking Alaska team.

9
3

From Page 6
"If something's not working,
then you have to be able to go
to something else," Kill said. "We
decided let's spread the field, get
a body on the safety and let our
quarterback run the football."
That he did, and it worked to his
advantage to find BG's weakness.
The Huskies came out in the
third quarter and took the initial
drive 80 yards down the field for
their only touchdown of the game.
That sound fairly common except
that the drive was 17 plays, which
consisted of two rushes, a pass
and then 14 more rushes, and
took 10:06 off the clock.
BG answered back with an
18-yard touchdown reception by
Marques Parks, but NIU continued their rushing attack on the
next possession.
From there to the final whisde, NIU rushed the ball 27 times,
opposed to just two passes. In
total, the Huskies rushed for 153
yards in the second half while eating up 23:02 of the 30 minutes in
the half.
In the end, Hamish was the
team's leading rusher with 113
yards on 19 carries. Me'co Brown
wasn't far behind with 95 yards on
20 carries.
"1 just didn't do well today,"
Hamish said of the passing game.
"It was mostly me; the wind wasn't
a factor at all. I was just off. The
coaches did a great job at making
adjustments at the half."
BG coach Gregg Brandon
had high praise for Harnish's
running ability.
"We struggled to stop the quarterback from ninning the football
in the second half," he said. "The
kid IFlarnishl did a nice job."
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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GOING BACK: BGs Dan Seiton squares off with an Alaska Fairbanks player during last year's matchup at the BGSU Ice Arena
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"Obviously, we had a chance to win the game. For the most
part, our team competed. We did the things we wanted to
do. The one thing that carried over twofold for us was
we took some bad penalties again."
Dallas Fetguson | Alaska coach on his teams 1-0 loss to BG on Friday
Midway through the first period,
Alaska center Dion Knclsen put
the puck past Spratt.
Alaska would follow this goal
with two more in the second
period, one from center Justin
Filzen at the 2:26, and the final
goal of the night from winger
Braden Walls at 19:55. I he three

"We struggled to
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stop the quarterback
from running the
football in the
second half. The kid
[Harnish] did a
nice job."
Gregg Brandon | BG coach
NIU
offense
Rushed for
233 total yards
Saturday
The game was somewhat similar to the last time these two
teams met.
While none of the current players on the Falcon squad were
around for the 2004 game, NIU
also had a rushing heyday on
September afternoon.
Garrett Wolfe, who was on hand
at Saturday's game, rushed the
ball for 202 yards and the lluskie
squad moved the ball on the
ground for 292 yards. However,
quarterback Phil Horvath also
passed for 191 yards in the 34-17
NIU win.
Additionally, Harnish became
the first Huskie quarterback to
rush for 100 yards since 1990
and more than doubled his
rushing total on the season from
94 to 210.
The Falcons' struggles against
the run will again be tested next
weekend as they face the top
rushing offense in the conference,
Kent State, at home.

goals by Alaska were the onlygoals scored in the game, as
Johnson would record his first
win of the season and second
shutout of his career.
"Obviously last night we talked about it, and this was a game
we had to have." said Alaska
assistant coach Lance West

NETTERS
From Page 6
and responded by miming sets
two and direc when they out hit
the Cardinals, recording a 270 and
.429 as a team.
Poised to win the match. BG
dropped set four 25-20 taking BG
to die fifth set for the ninth time
this season.
"I don't think anything necessarily went wrong in set four, Hall
State just brought it. There is never
an easy game in the MAC, the
MAC is up for gratis this year and
this was proof of that," said sophomore Sam Fish.
In set five BG jumped out to an
early 3-0 lead only to see Ball State
respond and tie die set at lour.
Both teams exchanged two point
leads until the Cardinals pushed
to 14-12 lead and match point.
A pair of kills by sophomore

Saturday. "Home game, CCHA,
a game we really needed to get
some points in."
BG coach Scott I'alinh said
the Falcons did well in fighting for loose pucks, but failed
after that.
"We just couldn't j;''' enough
pucks to the net," Paluch said.
(iorey I )omek and seni< ir Meghan
Mohr allowed the Falcons to tie
the match at 15. Then with freshman Susie Isphording behind the
service line the Falcons won the
match on two straight points, first
a kill by Isphording then Meek
beat the Cardinal defense on her
only attack of the game.
"That's what's so fantastic about
CheLsey, she loves doing that and
she hadn't got to do it in die last
couple matches. She tried it at
Cleveland State and it didn't work
and then she tried it |lriday| for the
match winner, of course the team
loved it." said Van IX'Walle.
Following her one-kill, 25-dig
performance against Kill State,
Meek and the Falcons swept

archrival loledo as Meek recorded
a match-high 19 digs.
BG won all three sets by a combined 14 points while dominating
the net against the Rockets. Toledo
hit below. 125 as a team.

DEFENSE
From Page 6
When the Falcons had chances to take control of the game
with touchdowns, it was NUJ's
defense that made sure it didn't
happen.
"IThe defensel did what
they've been doing all year,"
said NIU quartcrbackChandler
Harnish. "The defense saved
us {Saturday] and did a great
job. We struggled as an offensive group but the defense
picked us up. That's when you
know you have a good team,
when one side of the ball picks
up the other."
Oftentimes, it was the Falcon
offense picking up negative
yards, as the Huskies collected
eight tackles for a loss. They also
broke up three of quarterback
Tyler Sheehan's pass attempts.
They were stingy, and they
shut down the Falcons for
most of the game using a lot
of different players due to the
health issues.
"The entire defense is definitely playing hard, as we're
playing a lot of people," said
NIU head coach Jerry Kill.
"However, switching the personnel so often allows us to

have fresh legs on the field late
in the game."
And as it turned out, holding
BG to 76 yards on the ground
and 92 through the air wasn't
enough. The defense's smothering effort rubbed off on the special teams unit, which ended up
blocking two punts, the second
being the real game-changer.
With the score tied at 13 in
the fourth quarter and less
than five minutes to play. BG
had a fourth and 12 at its
own 31. Kill's Landon Cox, a
sophomore receiver, rushed
around the edge of the protection and got a hand on
Nick Iovinelli's kick.
The field position gained
from the block led to the eventual game-winning field goal by
NIU's Mike Salerno.
"|The blockl was set up to
be a return.'' Cox said. "I just
got pressure off the edge. The
coaches always tell us to make a
play and be a difference-maker.
1 wanted to be that guy today."
Cox did indeed make a differ
ence Saturday. And the MAC's
top defense showed exactly
why its numbers have been so
impressive despite so many
injuries.
Oftentimes, the Falcons had
no answers.

When you're sick and going to the hospital,

the last thing you need is a long walk from your car.
Voting YES on the Wood County
Hospital referendum will mean:
• Adequate parking close to the hospital
entrance.
• Shorter walks for the hospital's ill
patients.

Referendum facts (Ordinance 7737):
• Voting YKS on the referendum will create
26 parking places.
• The referendum affects only a small part
of the overall site.
• The Hospital is committed to working
with the community to replant trees and
maintain a green campus that Bowling
Green can be proud of.

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home

$R%m

www.preterredpropertiesco.com

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "RenovatedUpdated Birchwood (small pet allowed!
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

The Committee for Improved Parking
at Wood County Hospital:
Wes Hoffman
loan Cordon

>

i

._ >A4.

Michael Miesle
lohn Cheetwood

Join these and other community leaders and

VOTE YES on the Wood County Hospital Referendum
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4 30
530 S Maple St.

(Ordinance 7737}. When you're sick, better parking is more than a convenience.

419-352-9378
AID POD BY: Hie Committee for Improved Parking .it Wood CouniyJIospital,
nvjl
Michael Miesle, treasurer. 950 W. Wooster. Bowling Green, Oil 434
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pie carry the body ol one o( three teenage boys who were killed after a army lanl ran over them as they were fleeing fighting.

ence continues in Congo
By Mich.ll. Faul
down the road north from the
provincial capital of Goma to
reinforce a counterattack yestesrday morning. One tank
careened into a group of fleeing
civilians and killed three teenage boys, civilians said.
Associated Press reporters who watched the fathers
burying their sons in a cabbage patch outside Kibumba
could hear bombing from
army tanks about 12 miles (20
kilometers) from Itumangabo
army camp.
Yesterday's attack marked
the second time rebels have
seized the Rumangabo base

The Associated Press

k I HUM ISA. Coup) - Rebels
seized an east Congo army base
and the headquarters of a relIJge housing some oflhe world's
lasl mountain gorillas, in heavy
fighting yesterday that sent
thousands of civilians fleeing.
U.N. officials and rebels said.
An unknown number of soldiers, rebels and civilians were
killed in the renewed lighting
in North Kivu province, according to civilians who said the
onslaught began around 2 a.m.
Government troops raced

since Aug. 28, when rebel leader
Gen. Laurent Nkunda went on
the offensive charging that government troops had broken a
lanuary cease-fire agreement.
More than 200,000 people
have fled their homes since
then, joining at least 1.2 million displaced when the conflict began in 2007, the United
Nations said.
"There's heavy fighting. A
lot of people have been killed
— rebels, soldiers, civilians.
We're lucky we got away," says
lean-Baptiste Bushu Mbusho,
a builder who works for the
Italian aid agency AV'SI,
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
J*SON R UlASKY

AP PHOTO

TAKING OVER: Somoli pnaies stand on the deck of a merchant vessel, the MV Fairs

The BG News will nol knowingly accept
advertisements thai ilis(riminatc, or
encourage disciimiruiitui against any
individual or Ktoun on tin IUM* of face.
M'\ color, creed religion, national origin,
sexual orieniaiHin diwbiliry. status as a
veteran, or tin (hi bull nl ,my uiher legally
protected status

Pirates still an issue, ships

"Security companies haven't
always had the lightest of touches in Iraq, and I think.Somalia is
a pretty delicate situation," said
Roger Middlcton, who wrote
a recent report on piracy in
Somalia for Chatham House, a
think lank in London.
NATO, with a flotilla of warships due to arrive in Somali
waters this weekend, is trying
to work out legal and regulatory issues surrounding the use
of armed contractors before
adopting a position on private
security companies.
But the U.S. Navy, part of the
coalition already patrolling off
the coast of Somalia, says the
coalition cannot effectively
patrol the 2.5 million square
miles of dangerous waters and
welcomes the companies.
"This is a great trend," said
Lt, Nate Christcnsen, a spokesman for the Bahrain-based U.S.
.r>th licet. "We would encourage shipping companies to take
proactive measures to help
ensure their own safety."
Somali officials also approve
of the private contractors.

NAIROBI, Kenya —Btackwater
Worldwide and other private
security firms — some with a
reputation for being quick on
the trigger in Iraq — are joining the battle against pirates
plaguing one of the world's
most important shipping lanes
off the coast of Somalia.
The growing interest among
merchant fleets to hire their
own firepower is encouraged
by the U.S. Navy and represents
a new and potential lucrative
market for security firms scaling back operations in Iraq.
But some maritime organizations told The Associated
Press thiit armed guards may
increase the danger to ships'
crews or that overzcalous contractors might accidentally fire
on fishermen.
The record in Iraq of security companies like Blackwater,
which is being investigated
for its role in the fatal shooting of 17 Iraqi civilians in
2007, raises concerns about
unregulated activity and
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Personals
Campus Pollyeye's Featuring
Jack's Pumpkin Spiced Ale!
{419)352-9638

Help Wanted
Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Sen/ices. Inc. is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR/DD Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
living skills Flexible schedules full time, part time. & sub. positions
avail. $8.50 -Sl3.l8.tir based on
exp. Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application at
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 Easl Gypsy Lane Rd. BG,
Ent. B, Mon-Fri. 8am-4:30pm
or download application from
www.woodlaneresidentiol.org,
EOE
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Member's fee
Vane reading
Squander
Cancel
Icefield
Cast member
Authorize in writing
Teheran man
Program tile extension
Essential meaning
Curt
At this spot
Most-wanted invitees
Pan of AWOL
Comic Laurel
Roulette bet
Weaving machines
Wasp attack
To's partner
French you
Potbelly, e.g.
ET craft
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Italian actress Eleonora
Trademark DOS
Advantage
Chip off the old block
Exertion
Michael Caine film
In a sec
Only penciled in
In line
Realtor's measures
Begin, as a trip
Oodles
Superior's inferior?
Unwraps
Skirt borders
Pathway
Singing chipmunk
Singer Pat
State one's opinions
Unfeeling
Unmanned aircraft
Medicine measures
Nerve-wracking
Indian garb
Vases with feet
Bivalve mollusks
Walk-on part
Touch lovingly

Overnight spot
Seine feeder
Old witch
Homer's TV neighbor
Deuterium discoverer
Film festival site
Desert refuge
Lamb sires
Coffee shops
Panic
Get an easy A
Actress Woodard
Argue toe-to-toe
Lubricate anew
Manipulates
Parched
Russo and Coty
Discount word
Puts on
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Eagle's nest
Track events
Vocalist Vikki
Out of the wind
Attorney's project
Big do of the '60s
Meter insert
Draws lo a close
Temporary mania
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

2 BR, hist, stained glass windows.
HW floors, appl. ref, non-smoking.
S649/mo. 419-261 -2038

Bright, like new 3 BR * bonus room.
covered deck & porch. S650/mo
Call 419-654-5716

Earn S1000-S3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads
www.AdCarCity.com

2 BR's for rent in a nice house!
S350 per person 714 E Boundary.
Perrysburg. Call 419-874-5804

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up lo S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009.

have been signing leases 2009-2010
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
930 E Wooster »303 E Merry=large!
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-3530325 9am -9pm

Call 419-354-9740.
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18,
Call alter 8pm, no exp needed
Call 419-332-2279

312 N Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm. C/A, all appl. mcl.
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Window A/C
S840/mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812.

House w/ 4 BR. newly renovated
bath & kitchen & private parking
S800/mo. non-smk 419-350-8639
House with 2 BR, 1 bath, basement,
garage, C/A. S800/mo
Non-smoking. Call 419-350-8639.
Sub-leaser needed for 2 BR apt,
401 Enterprise St, close to campus.
S400/mo tdep. S util 440-915-1473

Management Inc.

PT help wanted for car detailing,
odd |0bs, general cleaning, assist w/
set-up & clean-up of banquets &
parties. Must drive stick shift
Apply in person Snooks Dream
Cars. 13920 County Home Rd. BG

,0

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Spring Break 09. Work for Sun
Splash. Travel Free. 1-800-426-7710
www sunsplashtou rs com

'09-'10 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Start renting November 10.2008
for the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring, sushi chel. kitchen chef,
& bartender Call 419-352-7070

Call 419-806-4429
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

These houses won't
last long

FREE RENT

For Rent

for the school year.

"1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399,
see Cartyrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am -9pm.

Call TODAY!

www.meccabg.com
|

Visit our weDsi'e lor
prices, photos, & specials1

FROBOSE RENTALS
2.WH Mjiiwlk-Au-. U(i

For Proven Leadership with Positive Results

- ELECT—
E. MARK HUMMER
Wood County Sheriff
on NOV. 4
Police Chief

• Endorsed by 14 former leaders at Wood County Sheriff's
office and by current township officals
• Fiscal Responsibility without compromising safety
• Elect a Cop, not a politian
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• Over 2 decades of law enforcement experience, currently
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PT bartenders, must be 21
Days, nights & weekends
BG Eagles. 1163 N Main. 353-7176

Change Your Financial Situation.
Call 419-601-5179 or visit
www.shopherbaltfe.com/Lgreen
and click "Business Opportunity"".
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Services Offered
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'; I Includes FREE Inspection• j ■
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Goodwill now hiring Store Manager
for BG store location. FT position
offering competitive wage &
full benefits package
Send resume & salary requirements
to: P.O. Box 336, Toledo. OH 43697,
ATTN: Chris Recker EOE.

possible legal wrangles.

The Associated Press

'

„
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hire private protection
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HOMELAND SECURITY BEGINS AT HOME

